
Making History Visible to Us

The two images I included, one of the Granary Burial Ground, and one I took at the

Brattle Book Shop, emphasize the concept of power to me, specifically the power of history and

its lasting impact in current times. These two places similarly showcase historical elements, one

of a burial ground founded in 1660, and one of a multitude of antiquarian books, that are clearly

located for people to more deeply acknowledge and immerse themselves in. The Granary Burial

Ground on Tremont Street highlights the word power, as it influences those who walk by to

reconsider the notions of death and how individuals commemorate the dead. This is because by

having these tombs so exposed, it proves to show that there is this strong influence of power so

centrally located, encouraging people to acknowledge the lives society has lost. Many cemeteries

and burial grounds are more secluded or detached from everyday living space, but this cemetery



makes a statement by working to preserve the existence of those who have passed away and

extending the memory of them out to the city of Boston. Not only this, but there were many

historical figures buried here, like Crispus Attucks, the first person to die in the American

Revolution, so the burial ground also emphasizes that history has power and should be directly

integrated in current times as a way to further teach people and make them remember the roots of

their world.

The Brattle Book Shop is a shop that features the outside sale lot of used books, seen in

the photo that directly opens up to West Street in Boston’s main downtown district. This

displayal of books to the many people who walk by on this street is a powerful gesture of the

importance of what these books encompass, the stories they hold that have been passed down

through different times. Just like the tombs that signify the lives lost in the cemetery, these books

preserve something special, that being all different types of information that continues to be

shared and spread among the world, encouraging people to stop and explore the multitude of

books. Through being passed down through previous owners and holding information dated back

to different time periods, these books emphasize the power of history and are so specifically

located outside for people to understand the value of continuing to immerse themselves in

reading.

During the walk, another similar work I saw that relates to my pictures in the way they

openly express and invoke historical meaning is the Robert Gould Shaw and 54th Regiment

Memorial, located across the street from the State House in Boston. This memorial, however,

exhibits an issue circulated around race, as the white commander Colonel Shaw is the most



prominently showcased individual and his position, sitting atop his horse, proposes a racial

hierarchy. This shows that even though history is powerful and has influenced how our world is

today, there are certain inherent structures and issues rooted in it that reinforce to society how

problems and inequality today still exist. History being presented in the open leads us to strongly

reflect as a society, and consider who or what we are memorializing or remembering, and if we

support this. On a more positive note in regards to the prominent issue of inequality and racial

segregation in history, there are many publicly displayed statues that uphold the power of

history’s shift toward more inclusive and less segregated efforts. These include the monument of

Charles Sumner, the leading anti slavery senator in the United States, and the William Lloyd

Garrison Memorial Statue, who was one of the most significant abolitionists in the 19th century.

As Professor Rhodes mentions, it took an act of extreme violence, the Civil War, to ultimately

end slavery in the United States. These significant periods and changes made in history would

not be as continually recognized without this abundance of important monuments and figures

spread throughout the city of Boston. There is power in integrating these parts of history into

active society, as we are able to understand how former acts and people shaped our world today.

People take notice of what is around them and feel a sense of increasing desire to understand

how they can ultimately connect their current lives to the remnants of history. The memorial and

book store are just two specific examples of what power does : it expresses a point and makes

itself known to others. Whether it be through tombstones or books, the idea that these elements

hold onto history is what directly insinuates power and allows individuals to more deeply reflect

on their own role in society.


